
RUN LOLA RUN HSC ESSAY

This document includes a finalised essay on Module A and a study guide (table form) Prescribed text is Run Lola Run
by Tom Tykwer and the related text is a.

The global theme of alienation is introduced in the artwork through the use of positioning; the central figure is
seen as separate from the people around him ensuring that we see the figure as alone in his suffering, as if only
he is affected by his surrounding while the rest seem oblivious. Edvard uses the techniques; facial expression,
body language, juxtaposition, positioning, and metaphor to introduce the idea of the global issues of angst and
alienation. Our understanding of ourselves and our world can be challenged by powerful images introduced in
distinctly visual texts, however the images themselves may be meaningless if not supported by the ideas
behind them â€” the combination of the strong images supported by simple - or complex - ideas are what
make the images powerful and possible to provoke our thinking. It is through global issues that the world has
found a common ground, laying the foundation for a more connected future. Composers use visual techniques
to convey significant global issues, examples of this can be seen in Tykwers movie; Run Lola Run and Evard
Munchs painting; The Scream. Thank you for listening to my speech, I hope it has challenged your
understanding of the quality of work I am capable of when I want to be. Edvards inspiration for this painting is
conveyed through his diary, a brief snippet of his life; I stood there, trembling with fear. Both composers use
their mediums as a way of reaching out into the world, the themes they chose are not only relevant to
themselves but also to the wider audience, in using images they have conveyed their message in a way that
otherwise might have been misunderstood. The constant clock motif brings a sense of urgency and panic to the
movie, pulling us into Lolas struggles and triumphs. Each run starts the same, with only slight variations
within their initial stages, it is this slight variation that changes the outcome of the movie and in turn holds a
metaphor to the messiness of life, it shows us that life does not hold to any one path but can branch off into
many. What are Exchange Credits? Twyker has communicated the idea that time can be more important than
we think. Exchange Credits represent the worth of each document on Thinkswap. If the document is not of an
acceptable quality or the document was incorrectly described or categorised, Thinkswap will provide a full
refund of Exchange Credits so you can purchase another document. The unpredictable and random nature of
life is a global issue that many can relate to. I know for sure I got an A on the presentation side, but I'd like
some feedback on the content. The figure in The Scream has strong body language that highlights his sense of
fear and angst, his hands gripping his ears as if to block the scream of nature, making us sympathetic and
bringing awareness to his suffering. The premise of the film is that the year is somewhere around , the entire
human race has been enslaved in a digital prison called the matrix by a man-made artificial intelligence which
rebelled against its biological makers. As a result, Twyker has thus portrayed that time can be more important
than we think, therefore challenging our thinking. Tykwer uses distinctively visual techniques such as; low
angled shots, split screen, close ups, flash-forwards, alternate realities, and fast-cutting to convey the global
issues put forth by this movie in an effective way. You are on page 1of 2 Search inside document By Madelyn
Vial How do composers use image to convey significant global issues? Tykwer uses Run Lola Run to
emphasise lifes erratic and often confusing temperament, this can be seen through the snapshots of future that
change from run to run, the flash-forwards bring life to the quote that Tykwer started the movie on; Every
second of every day, you make a choice that can change your life.


